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I believe every on-site team member has the same primary job description:  to acquire and maintain 
residents at the highest possible rents.  Depending on each role, team members each have a different 
focus and perform different tasks toward the overall job description.  One may oversee marketing and 
advertising, another grounds and curb appeal, another rent collection and retention.  

Educate all your team members on the company’s goals and vision.  Each can focus on their role more 
effectively when they understand how their productivity fits into the overall organizational strategy. 
Management should have a thorough understanding of leasing and maintenance challenges and 
expectations.  Maintenance should be aware of financial objectives, leasing goals, and management 
challenges.  Leasing should recognize how management and maintenance efficiencies enhance their 
ability to achieve more applications and improve their opportunity for success.

For example, your Maintenance team interacts with your residents far more than your leasing or 
management team.  A leasing consultant can suggest ways for a prospect to place furniture or use a 
bonus area, but…a Maintenance Technician knows how current residents use their space.  In addition to 
knowing what residents like about their apartments and community, they also know what residents 
would like to have for amenities, features and services.

When putting together a marketing plan, invite your service team to brainstorm ideas.  In my experience, 
they contribute the most innovative solutions because they know what residents use and what residents 
want!  The services that retain your residents are services that can attract new residents in your 
marketing efforts.

When everyone works as a team to embrace contributions, understand challenges and encourage 
efficiencies of other departments, success happens.
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consultant to a consultant for leasing.  Leah is an industry leader with results-oriented training and marketing  
solutions to apartment occupancy challenges.  She presents fun, interactive and informational workshops  
nationally, designed to get immediate results.   www.FullHouseMarketing.com.


